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Security utmost now for Foundation, Attempted assassination of Keshe but wife picked 

up the papers,  Keshe wrote paper on Homeopathy, works with oxygen mag fields,  

Keshe Foundation has now brought in Space Plasma technology to protect him, He would 

still teach even when in pain, 2 years ago gave message to Israeli if they attack with 

nuclear have tech to return it to sender, in space your deeds intentions are known, not a 

punishment reflected back to sender, Vatican, Belgians, Italians, etc., How the poison 

works, when she drinks from Cup of Life, pains go away, "intelligent dust" give powder 

to touch then use radio frequency to mix and deliver to body leaves no trace, he has to 

wear gloves,  Have technology to protect from poisoning, Sierra Leone joined with 

Harvard to steal technology and blocked it for people, for any virus attaches to a protein, 

use fat gathered on top of CO2 boxes to treat Ebola,  Keshe has enough knowledge to 

wipe out any creature in Universe, dismantle brick by brick until accept Peace, "Balls of 

Life" plasma put around house to absorb bad fields,  every talk listened by the Pope, his 

talks reflects, made statement about aliens,  Keshe has technology to protect against 

frequency attacks,  Los Alamos scientist talk with Mike Harris, Keshe's capture in 

Toronto had to have complacency of Washington, Vatican, That is why he gave to world, 

the more you push the more we release, My love care goes to all equally, if there is one 

more death threat all the people involved will be effected amplified,  if he sends his love 

for you directly it would be so great to cause separation from body, Obama & Vatican,  

Questions on Gans in CO2,    

CHEMO is very good for opening up the plasma of the cancer, but so powerful it 

enlarges Lymph, CO2 Gans can't be used to reduce lymph, How lungs and intestines 

work as Gans,  

Make a tomato, have to put the energy back into neutron, to get matter, energy get from 

free plasma,  if you add microwave to CO2 you might get nickel, if you add right amount 

energy you get nickel every time,  this is done with star formation reactors, find the right 

coordinates where to place the CO2 Gans to produce nickel,  

Shipping from Keshe to Tokyo FDA held for 3 days, they're being monitored,  Made 

Gans and shined light with magnifying glass turned black, it's a Gans that is absorbing all 

the fields, black because Nano and Gans mixed, process went fast, Copper not all of the 

same material impurities, iron gives black Gans,   

Security: they have a technology to give you a frequency through the new TV and even 

laptop, Keshe developing a system to protect, can protect even against chemtrails, 

 


